
SpanneRS

The non-glare look with 
grip (No. 6 + 7)

An extremely assured grip thanks to the 
surface profile - matt chrome-plated

The spanner surface is designed for both practical 
application and eye-appeal. The non-glare look 
comes from matt chrome-plating - the GEDORE 
surface profile is both kind-on-hands and very 
useful - a firm grip even with oily hands.

The UD profile (No. 7)

Extremely easy on the bolt heads with the 
force ideally transferred

The wave form of the profile enlarges the spanner 
grip in every case - even with bolts whose 
dimensions are outside the tolerance range. Even 
distribution of pressure permits the maximum force 
to be applied.

The jaw (No. 6)

Highly dimensionally accurate / extremely  
precise - for non-damaging and safe working

The exact nominal dimension of the jaw and thus its 
fitting precision ensure a secure bolt fitting and long 
service life of both bolt and ratchet wrench - the most 
important requirement, in fact, for non-damaging and 
safe working.

The hollow shaft (No. 7)

Highly stable - ideal for transferring  
maximum forces

The kind-to-hands hollow profile makes for easy and  
tireless bolting. The GEDORE hollow profile has a  
geometry similar to that of a double T-girder. This makes 
it possible for substantial forces - particularly with large 
spanner sizes (34 and 36 mm) - to be transferred.

the Revolution 
A PerfecT collecTioN
All the benefits of the GeDore U-20 technology, classic No. 6 and the slim, tried-and-tested  
No. 7 have been combined into these ratchet wrenches 7 r + 7 Ur.

... precise and reliable, environment and maintenance-friendly 
The fact that the ratchet spanner can be serviced underpins its sustainability. 
Even after any instance of incorrect use (e.g. given considerable soiling, 

overstressing or moisture...) the ratchet wrench can be quickly made operable. 
Unscrew, slight re-greasing, screw down - and then continue to reliably undo 
the bolts.

long life cycle

The ratchet (U-20)

Extra flat and sturdy - ideal for tough use and 
even at hard-to-reach areas

Extremely compact and highly efficient - for quick 
deployments and also under cramped conditions. 
The tried-and-tested U-20 ratchet technology 
incorporated in an extremely flat ring head ensures 
efficient ratcheting work - For both loosening 
and fast tightening. The sturdiness of the ratchet 
wrench is very much down to the number of teeth 
intentionally selected. The GEDORE pawl geometry 
optimises the actually large working angle 
occasioned by a small number of teeth.


